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A MultiRLoop, SelfRBalancing Power Amplifier *
J. R. MACDONALD~
Summary-A multi-loop, push-pull power amplifier of exceptional characteristics is described. It employs specialcircuits to
maintain accurate push-pull signal balance throughout and to hold
the static or steady-state dc cathode currents of the output tubes
equal, A pair of 807 tubes are used inclass A B 2 to yield 65w average
power output at less than 1 per cent intermodulation distortion with
30 db of over41 negative feedback.Using local positive voltage feedback in addition, the intermodulation distortion is 0.1 per cent at
45w and less than 0.2 per cent at 60w.At full power output, the
-0.5 db points occur at 19.8 cps and 22.4 kcps. The rise time of the
amplSer is 3 ps, and its transient response and recovery from overload approach the ideal. There are no peaks at the ends of the response curve. A noise level of -106 db referred to60w output is
attained. Extensive measurements of amplifier characteristics under
various conditions are described.

INTRODUCTION
POWER AMPLIFIER isgenerallyrequired to
supplymasimum
power output at minimum
distortion over a specified bandwidth. In addition,costand
complexity must berelatively low for
most commercialapplications,
and powerefficiency
should beas high as practical. The design and construction of the present amplifier was begun four years
ago. By designing the amplifier without stringent cost
and complexity restrictions, it was felt that out-of-theordinary characteristics might be attained. Some of the
means of achieving such characteristics might then be
directlyapplicable
to simpler,lower-costamplifiers;
all of them, it was felt, might yield a useful perspective
on what kind of a system could be achieved for a given
level of cost and complexity.
The amplifier has been operating in substantially its
present form for two years. Since it is a developmental
unit, it is not really completed, however. Its complexity
and corresponding flexibility are such that i t is expected
that its present form will not remain completely static.
The initial design goals of the amplifier were as
follo\vs:
1. Push-pulloperationwith a pair of automatically
balanced output triodes operatingwith fixed or
automaticbias.
2 . .A gain of theorder of 30 db, and a frequency
response variable by no more than one db between
10 and 30,000 cps.
3. -A distortion not exceeding 1per cent intermodulation at maximum power output.
4. Excellent transient response at all levels.
5 . “Undistorted” maximumpower output over substantially the entire working frequency range.
6. Negligible noise and hum.
All the above goals have been met or exceeded by the
amplifier in its present state.

* Rilanuscript received, February 21, 1955. Paper delivered a t
Dallas IRE Section, October 21, 1954; Houston IRE Section, March
22. 1955.
--1Texas Instruments, Inc., Dallas, Tex.
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SIMPLIFIED
BLOCKDIAGRAM
Since the complete amplifier is rather comples, it\vi11
prove convenient to analyze it section by section. The
simplified block diagram of Fig. 1 shows t h a t there are
three gain stages.The first stage is a special phase
inverter with automatic dynamic balancing. ‘This stage
is followed by cathode followers included to estend the
frequency response andtoserve
as loa--impedance
sources forfeedbackvoltage.
Nestcomethe
only
capacitors in thedirectsignalpath.The
gainstage
A z also
incorporates
dynamic
self-balancing.
It
is
direct-coupled to special drivers of abouttwo ohms
output impedance which are directly connected to the
output tube grids.Over-all feedback tvhich is an acljustablecombination of negativevoltage and positiveor
negative current signals is taken from the secondary of
the output transformer and returned to the input. The
feedback circuit is shown symbolically in Fig. 1. Since
30 db or more of over-all negative voltage fecdback is
used from outputtoinput,thefrequency
response
requirements of the various stages and
of the output
transformer are rather stringent.
I
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Fig. 1-Simplified

block diagram of the amplilier,

PHA4SE-INVERTERAMPLIFIERSTAGIS

The initial design of the amplifier employed i l crosscoupled phase inverter‘ with the over-all negative feedback returned to one input grid a n d the other used for
the input signal. Although this circuit was found to be
satisfactory
from
inversion
andfrequency
response
standpoints,itsin-phaseresponsewas
too highfor
good operation with a large amount of fecdback. When
feedback and inputsignals are applied separately to the
twogrids of such a circuit, i t is desirablethattheir
amplified difference appear at one output plate and the
same signal shifted by 180 degrees appear at the other
plate. Such behavior was not found.
20 or 30 db of
Whenfeedbacksignalsrepresenting
over-all feedback are employed, the difference between
theinputandthefeedbacksignals
is 10 percentor
less, a small difference compared to the magnitude of
the individual signals. If the circuit does not have good
in-phase
(common-mode)
rejection,
the
two
large,
practicallyequal,inputsignals
may produce in-phase
Output signals as large or larger than their out-of-phase
J. N. van Scoyoc, “A cross-coupled input and phase-inverter
circuit,” Radio News, vol. 40,p. 6 ; November, 1948.
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amplifieddifferences. The output will thenconsistof
out-of-phase, and even with 30 or 40 d b feedback no
onlytwolarge,almostequalin-phasesignals.The
commonmodeoutputsignal
is detectable.Such bedifferencebetweenthem
will representthedesired
haviorislargelyindependent
of tubeageing effects
signal.Thismatter
of in-phaseresponse of push-pull since i t is produced by feedback, I n addition, another
amplifiers has been discussed in some detail by Offner.2 important advantage of the circuit is that all even harT h e effectiveness of the over-all feedback is, of course,
monics act like in-phase signals and are themselves autoentirely dependent upon the
precision with which this
matically greatly reduced i n amplitude at output.
differencebetweeninputandfeedbacksignals
is proThe cathode-follower outputs of the phase-inverterduced, and thepresence of a common-mode signal in the amplifier drive two feedback loops and the succeeding
phase inverter output definitely degrades performance.
stage. We shall defer until later discussion
of all such
In a push-pullamplifierwithappreciablecommonfeedback loops to the input. The0.5 pf isolating capacimode signal at the outputs of the phase inverter, the
tors have about 400v across them. They are, therefore,
in-phasesignalmaybeamplifiedbytherest
of the low-leakage oil-filled units. Their capacity to ground is
amplifier and at the worst can cause strong overloading minimized bymountingthem
on porcelainstand-off
of succeedingstages.Suchsignals,
of course, will not insulatorsinsidetheamplifierchassis.
T h e shielding
pass throughtothesecondary
oE theoutputtransshowninFig.
2 requiressomecomment.It
will be
former because of its in-phase discrimination.3 Even if seen that the shields arealsodrivenbythecathode
the in-phase signals do not cause overloading, however, followers.Suchdrivenshieldscan
do muchtoextend
theirpresenceanywhere
in the amplifiercanproduce
the very-high-frequency response of the input amplifier
increased intermodulation. Therefore, it is of consider- stage by reducing its output capacity to ground. The
ableimportancetoensurethattheoutputs
of any capacity fromeach plate circuit to its
shield is of no
phase-inverter used with appreciable feedback contain
importancebecausetheshield
is driven by a voltage
only a negligible amount of common-mode signal.
practicallyidentical to that at the plate.s The decouTheunconventionalself-balancingphaseinverter
pling networks for the- 380v and f400v supplies shown
finally used in the amplifier is shown in Fig. 2. T h e basic in Fig. 2 are not necessary t o eliminate motor boating;
idea for a simplified version of this circuit was suggested it was foundthattheiradditionmarkedly
decreased
t o the author byI,. C. Labarthe.4 Since then,i t has been the intermodulation distortion of this stage.
foundthatthesameideahas
beendevelopedindependently.6 The function of the circuit is as follows. A
Q+ 250V
I
Ill
yt250V
signal at either input grid produces
an amplified out1112 12827-8
$ 240K
p u t acrossthecathode
of thecorrespondingcathode
follower. The two 100K resistors between the cathode
follower outputsare closely matched. If thecathode
follower outputsareaccurately
180 degreesout-of)IOOK
)3OOK
OIL
phase, no signal will appearatthejunction
of the
resistors. Should any in-phase components be present
at thecathode
follower outputs,however,anerror
signal will appear at this junction. This error signal then
passesthroughthecathode-followervoltagedivider
Tra to the constant-resistance tube Vb.‘ The error signal
then finally appears at the plate
of Vb where it drives
the cathodes of the input double triode in such phase
thattheerror
signal at theoutputsis
itself greatly
reduced. It will be seen that the circuit itself therefore
uses a kind of negative feedback which has been called
Fig. 2-Phase-inverter amplifier stage circuit.
“active-error feedback.”’
Experimentally, it is found that the out-of-phase to
DRIVERAMPLIFIERSTAGE
in-phaseamplificationratio
of this circuit is between
‘The driveramplifierstage
of Fig. 3 (nextpage) is
lo3 and 104. At all frequencies from zero upto more than
500kc,theoutputsignalsremain
closely 180 degrees quite similar to the input phase-inverter-amplifier stage
except, it operates with a push-pull input.
A dynamic
balancing circuit is here employed t o accomplish three
2 F.F. Offiner, “Balanced amplifiers,”PROC.
IRE, vol. 35, pp. 306310;March, 1947.
objectives:stabilization
of theaveragevalue
of t h e
3 The in-phase discrimination
map be poor a t highfrequencies
bias
voltages
applied
to
the
grids
of
the
output
tubes;
because of capacitative couplingbetween primaryand secondary
unless electrostatic shielding is employed.
production of stable, accurately push-pull driver signal
4 Private
communication
1951.
voltages;
and
elimination
of even-order
harmonic
5 E. M. I. Laboratories,
Balanced output amplifiers of highly
stable and accurate balance,”Electronic Engrg., vol. 18, p. 189; June,
distortion
in
the
driver
outputs.
1946.

6 G. E. Valley and H. Wallman,‘VacuumTube
Amplifiers,”
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, X. Y . , p . 432; 1918.
7 J . R. Macdonald),“Active-error feedback and its applicationt o a
specific driver circuit, PROC.IRE, vol. 43, pp. 808-813; July, 1955.

* J. R. Macdorald, “An ac cathode-follower circuit of very high
input impedance, Rev. Sci. Instr., vol. 2 5 , pp. 14t-147; February,
1954.
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Fig. 3-Driver-amplifier stage circuit.

Part of the modified, direct-coupled, cathode-follower
driver circuits are shown in Fig. 3. These special circuits
will be discussed in the next section. Their outputs, at
the cathodes of the 5687 tube of Fig. 3, go directly to
the output tube grids and also, through the matched
I O Q K resistors, tothedynamicbalancecircuit.The
signal ar the junction of these resistors is proportional
to the average value of the two bias voltages and contains any signal arising from deviations of the driver
signals from exact push-pull conditions and any evenorder harmonic components of these signals. The average value of the grid bias voltages is stabilized by means
of the differential amplifier tube V,. The voltageon one
grid is the desired average bias, adjusted and stabilized
by means of the 1OOK potentiometerandthe
OC3
regulator rube. The amplified difference between this
on the other
dc voltage and the actual average bias
grid of l h appears at itsplate. This signal, together with
other amplified errorcomponents, then goes through
the frequency-compensated,cathode-followervoltage
dix-ider 1-6 and thence to the constant-current amplifier
pentode 4;. The 1,000 ppf cathode bypass capacitor of

B. B. Drisko and R. D.Darrell, “40-db feedback a u d i o a m p l i fier,” Electronics, vol. 25, pp. 130-132; March, 1952.
lo J . M. Diamond, “Multiple-feedbackaudio
mnplilicr,” I j 2 v c
trofiics, ~01.26, pp. $48-149; ru‘ovember, 1953.
l1 J. Z. Knapp, The
linear standardamplifier,” R n d i ~nutI 7‘1’
News, vel. 51, pp. 4346, 113-114; May, 1954.
l2 E. F. Good (Letter), Electronics, ~
1 25,. pp. 420-122: O c t o l ~ c v
1952.
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f u n c t i o n s as an auto-transformer,theplatevoltages
circuit of Fig. 1, it makes use of active error feedback.
will be essentiallybalancedwhetherthegridvoltages
The differencebetween theinputto
cathode-follower
are or not. Thus, such plate feedback is necessarily inVI and its output is amplified in V4, t.hen injected back
effective in producing output-tube current balance and
into V , in suchphase as toreducethis
differenceor
in reducing unbalance distortion. Although
a feedback error. The circuit is direct-coupled, will operate up into
l o o p might be arranged to keep the instantaneous outthe megacycle range, and has an output impedance of
p u t t u b e plate currents accurately push-pull, the present about five ohms. Two suchcircuits are used in the
dynamicbalancecircuitacting
on thegridsaccompresent amplifier, one for each push-pull side. Since the
plishes practically the same result (provided the output- dynamic balance feedback of Fig. 3 is taken from the
tubetransconductancesarefairlywell-matched)and
outputs of theseaugmentedcathode-followerdrivers,
d o e s not reduce amplifier gain as does the
ineffective this further feedback serves t o reduce the actual smallbalanced plate feedback.
signal output impedances of the drivers to between
2
and 3 ohms.Forlargepositiveoutputcurrents,the
AUGMENTED CATHODE-FOLLOWER
DRIVER
impedance is even further reduced to about one ohm
I n order toobtainmaximum
power output, it is by the increase of the gs',
of the output 5687 tubes.
desirable t o drive the grids of the output stage into the The driver can supply peak positive currents of several
grid current region. Such a procedure can increase the
hundred milliamperes a t 50 t o 1OOv rms per side with
o u t p u t p o w e r g r e a t l y , b u ti t is eventually limited when
little or no dist0rtion.l
the grids are driven positive to the diode line, where
the). losecontrol of theplatecurrent.Todrive
807
g r i d s to the diode line, peak positive grid currents
of
the order of 100 to 200 milliamperes are required from
t h e preceding driver stage. In addition, since the input
PARTRIDGE CFB
TRANSFORMER
i m p e d a n c e of a n output tube grid is a nonlinear funcI
TO STATIC
BALANCE
t i o n of t h e grid voltage in the positive grid region, the
CIRCUIT
above large driving currents must be supplied
froma
t 400VTO STATIC
s o u r c e of very low internalimpedancetoavoidgridBALANCE
---CIRCUIT
voltage distortion during this part of each cycle.
T h e o u t p u t i m p e d a n c e of the driver amplifier of Fig.
3 is quitehigh;therefore,
an impedanceconverter is
required between this stage and the output stage. Since
an ordinary
direct-coupled
cathode-follower
driver
FEEDBACU TO INPUT
still has too high an output impedance to be ideal
for
Fig. 5-Output stage circuit including over-all
feedback arrangements.

OUTPUTSTAGE
PARALLELED

+ 2?0 v

I f 2 3 1

A.

IK
INPUT

c

_

.

-380

v

- 61 V

I v

-1110

Fig. 4-Direct-coupled driver circuit,

one push-pull side only.

s u c h a purpose, the special circuit shown in Fig.
4 has
been d e v e l o p e d as a virtuallydistortionlessdriverfor
thisapplication.Thiscircuithasbeen
discussedin
d e t a i l a n d its operating characteristics compared with
other kinds of driverselsewhere.'Therefore,here
it
need only be mentioned that, like the dynamic balance

Theoutputstage shown inFig. 5 usestriode-connected 807 tubes and a high-quality, commercial grainoriented output transformer rated at
60w between 30
and 30,000 cps with less than 1 per cent total harmonic
distortion without feedback. This transformer has eight
secondary sections and offers a wide selection of output
impedances, but only the 1.5-ohm output is used in the
present design. It has very low leakage inductance between the primary half-sections and hence is suitable
for class 13 operation. Since the variable bias control of
Fig. 3 allows the bias on the 807 grids to be adjusted
over a wide range, the class of operation of the output
tubes may lie anywhere from As to Ba.
For longest tube life and minimum distortion, it is
desirable that thequiescent plate currents of the output
tubes be equal. Unequal currents tend
to saturate the
outputtransformer,withconsequentdegradation
of
low-frequency response. The 25-ohm, matched resistors
in thecathodes of the 807's producevoltagedrops
proportionaltothesecurrents
which are used in an
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automatic
balancing
circuit
that
ensures
current
equalitytowithin
a few tenths of a nlilliampere
throughout the tube life. This “static” balancing circuit
which acts to adjust the bias on the 807 grids will be
discussed in the next section.
Feedback to the input of the amplifier from the output transformer secondary is adjustable in magnitude
and may consist of a combination of negative voltage
feedbackandpositive
or negativecurrentfeedback.
The sign and magnitude of the latter are determined
bythe 4-ohmpotentiometer.Intheupperposition,
switch Sl removes all currentfeedback, whilein the
lowest position i t bypasses the 22-ohm resistor with a
largeelectrolyticcapacitor,thusmakingthecurrent
feedback effective only at low frequencies.
The addition of variable current feedback as above
of the amplifier to be
allows theoutputimpedance
varied over a rather wide range of positive and negative
values.
Combined feedback for outputimpedancecontrol
seems to have first been suggested
by Mayer in 193913
and has recently been applied in some commercial highon this
fidelityamplifiers. One of therecentarticles
technique’4 makes the claim that with the internal impedance of the amplifier made sufficiently negative to
cancel outtheelectricalresistance
of a loudspeaker
load at low frequencies(dampingfactor
- 1), better
damping of the speaker is obtained than with a very
low,positive
amplifieroutputimpedance(damping
factor 20 to 40). In addition, it is claimed that better
transient
response
achieved,
is
the
low-frequency
response of the speaker is extended, its power handling
capacityincreased,and
its low frequencydistortion
reduced.
Theauthorhas
beenusing another amplifierwith
combined feedback of theabovetypeformorethan
fouryears. I t can be set to give
a damping factor of
-1. It must be admitted, however, that with the author’sspeakersystem
no significantimprovement in
low-frequency speaker response can be detected aurally
on varying the amplifier impedance from a small positive value to the negative value which gives a damping
factor of almost - 1. Since the low-frequency speaker of
this horn-loaded system has a fundamental resonance
of 23.5 cps and negligible harmonic distortion at 30 cps,
it may be that there is little orno room for improvement
in itslow-frequencyresponse. With speakers that are
more poorly loaded acoustically, i t is possible that some
or all of the above claims of the virtues of a damping
factor of -1 may be justified to some degree; for this
reason, and because of the simplicity of the addition to
the circuit,combinedfeedbackwas
also incorporated
in the presentamplifier. I t is certainlytruethat
an
l 3 H. F. Mayer, “Control of the effective internal impedance of
amplifiers by means of feedback,” PROC.
IRE,vol. 27, pp. 213-217;
March, 1939.
C. A. Willtins, “Variable damping factor control,” Audio, vol.
38, pp. 31-33, 66;September, 1954.

J’u~u-Au~us~

amplifier with a negative output resistance at
low frequencies tapering off to a smallpositiveresistance a t
higherfrequencies will tendto increase the bass response of a speaker used with it. I t can thus be used to
partly orcompletelycorrectfor
a drooping low-frequency speaker characteristic. Such correction must be
appliedwithmoderation,however,
to avoiddriving
the speaker outside its range of linear operation a t low
frequencies.
I t will have been noted that three separate supply
voltages have been used in the preceding circuits. For
thisdevelopmental amplifier,all three voltages were
derivedfrom
electronically stabilizedsupplies. Since
the biasvoltage
is separatelystabilizedwithinthe
amplifierwith a voltageregulatortube,the
+250v
and -380vsupplies do not actually require stabilization. On the other hand, it is very useful to supply the
+400v for the output stages from
a regulated source.
Not only is the output voltage of such a supply easily
adjusted, but the low outputimpedance (0.1-ohm in
the author’s supply) eliminates the possibilityof motorboating and helps to improve the linearity of the output
stage for large output signals.

STATIC
BALANCELOOP
Therequirements
for automaticstatic
balancing
needcarefulconsideration.
If the balancingaction is
too slow in response, the output currents may remain
unbalanced for appreciable periods. On the other hand,
if the response is too rapid, the “static” balancing circuit will tendto destroy thenormal low-frequency
push-pull response of the amplifier since it will try to
balance out the push-pull signal. I t is thus evident that
the static balancingcircuit is not really static, and
a
happy-medium response time for this circuit must be
selected. I n this connection, it might bementioned
t h a t Kiebertlshas given a low-gain static balancing
circuit which apparentlyhas very little higher frequency
amplitude discrimination. I t may, therefore,beespected t o degrade appreciabl!. t.he
low-frequency
response of amplifiers with which i t is used.
Thestatic
balancingcircuitusedin
the present
amplifier is shown in Fig. 6 (opposite). Unbalance signals from output tube cathodes first pass through
a longconstant RC networknecessary t o roll off frequency
response of static-balance loop above a few tenths
of a cycle andto reduce theamplitude
of signalfrequency components to such a level that they never
overload thestatic balanceamplifier of Fig. 6. The
static-balancecircuit is itself a self-balancing,directcoupleddifferential
amplifier which respondsonly to
the difference between the dc (or ultra-low frequency)
levels of the output-tube cathode voltages. The 12BZ7
tube of Fig. 6 is connected in a dynamic balancing circuit similar to those of Figs. 2 and 3. I t ensures that the
l j M. V. Kiebert, Jr., “System design factors for audio ampliPart 6, ‘‘Audio and Ultrafiers,“ 1954 IRE COWEXTIOXRECORD,
sonics,” pp. 25-40 (Fig. 11).
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o u t p u t of the differential amplifier will be truly pushpull a n d , in addition, gives stabilization of the absolute
average output level.
T h e gain of the static-balance differentialamplifier
is further stabilized by 20 d b of balanced negative feedback from the output back to the input cathodes. The
differential gain with feedback is 200 from one input to
one output. The common-mode response of this amplifierisexceedinglylow.
Thus, common changes in the
absolute levels of the signals at the two cathodes have
no appreciable effect on the output level. The outputs
are returnedthroughfrequency-sensitivenetworks
to
the grids of the driver-amplifier tubes of Fig. 3. I t thus
becomes
clear
that
the
driver-amplifier
tubes,
the
drivers, the output tubes, and the static-balance differential amplifier form a direct-coupled, closed feedback
loop of very high gain at ultra-low frequencies.
FROM

OUTPUT
TUBE
CATHODE

TO DRIVER
AMPLIFIER
STAGE

INPUT

I MEG

12AX7

c

3MEG
130 K
FROMOUTPUT

-380 V

TUBE CATHODE

-380V

Fig. 6-Static

balancing circuit.

TO DRIVER
AMPLIFIER
STAGE INPUT

97

output-a much more positive indication
of the desirability of tube replacement.
The frequency response of the above feedback loop
requires
further
consideration.
The
usual
Nyquist
stabilitycriterionappliestothe
loop andminimally
requires that the upper-frequency open-circuit response
of the loop be reduced from 48 db gain to unity gain
before a phase-shift of 180 degrees is reached.This
conditionrestrictstherate
a t whichtheupper-frequency response can fall with increasing frequency to
an absolute maximum of 12 db/octave near unity gain.
Unfortunately,thisis
not yetthewholestory.The
ordinary
amplifier
signal
is injectedintotheloop
through the 0.5 pf coupling capacitors of Fig. 2. If the
present differential-balance feedback loopis temporarily
considered to be themain feedback loop, then the signal
injected a t t h e0.5 pf capacitors represents an additional
feedbackvoltagederivedfrom
a subsidiaryfeedback
loopwhichincludestheoutput
transformer.lG At the
point of addition of the main and subsidiary feedback
voltages, the main feedback voltage (from the balancing
loop) decreaseswithincreasingfrequencywhilethat
fromthesubsidiary
loop increasesfromzero
at zero
frequencyto a finallimitingvalue
at relatively low
frequencies.The crossoverpoint of thetwovoltages
essentiallydeterminesboththelowestfrequency
of
operation of t h e amplifier and the response time of the
static balancing circuit. In addition, the presenceof this
subsidiaryfeedback loop restrictstheallowablerate
of fall of the main loop response to about 6 db/octave
nearthecrossover
region. A faster roll-off causesinstability when both loops are closed. This restriction,
in turn, requires that the roll-off of the static balance
loop begin at ultra-low frequencies so that the crossover
point occurs at a low enough frequency that the lowfrequency response of the amplifier itself is not appreciably reduced. The 6.8-second RC time constant at the
input of the differential amplifier of Fig. 6 yields such
a roll-off.
The time constant formed by each
0.5 pf coupling
capacitor at the input to the driver-amplifier tubes and
the large resistors between each of these grids and the
o u t p u t of the differential balancing amplifier can cause
a further roll-off with increasing frequency
a t a 6 db/
octaverate,Since
a maximum of onlyabout 6 db/
octave in the loop response can be tolerated, this time
constant couldbeused
and that at the input
of the
differentialamplifiereliminatedwere
i t notforthe
fact that then the normal amplifier signal appearing at
the output-tube cathodes would grossly overdrive the
differential amplifier. Because the long input time cons t a n t is therefore necessary, the roll-off arising from the
0.5 ,uf couplingcapacitorsmustberemoved.This
is
accomplishedbyshuntingthe
3.3 megohmsresistors
with the 0.1 pf capacitors shown and isolating the com-

Withthe loopopen,measurementsshowthatthe
limiting low-frequency open-circuit loop gain
is 48 db.
T h i s is essentially the factor by which differences in the
quiescent cathode currents of the output tubes will be
reducedbythedifferentialfeedbackafter
closing the
loop. T h e switch SIof Fig. 6 affords a convenient means
of opening the loop without affecting normal operation
of the main amplifier. This switch may be used during
initial adjustment of the amplifier. After the amplifier
has warmed up, the loop is opened and the output tube
cathode currents are adjusted to equality by means of
t h e 15K potentiometer in the plate circuit of the first
12AX7 of thestaticbalancecircuit.Thenafterthe
loop is closed, the feedback has less work to do and can
therefore hold the two currents closer to equality. In
practice,suchanadjustment
needneverberepeated
during the life of the output tubes. It is of interest to
n o t e t h a t if one of the output tubes is removed during
normal amplifieroperation(simulatingtotalfailure),
thestaticbalance
loop entirelycuts off thecathode
current of the remaining tube. Unlike an ordinary push16 Subsidiary feedback has been discussed
by W . T. Duerdoth,;
pull circuit which gives a degraded output under such
“Some considerations in the design of negative-feedback amplifiers,
conditions,thepresent
amplifier thenproduces
no Proc. I E E , part 111, vol. 97, pp. 138-158; May, 1950.
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binationwith
100K resistors. Theadditional0.5
pf
capacitors at the outputs of the differentialamplifier
become effective in further rolling off the response only
at sufficiently highfrequencies(greaterthan
5 cps)
that the gain of the balancing loop is less than unity.
This fairlycomplicatedtailoring
of theasymptotic
gain characteristic of the balancing loop results in complete stability, sufficiently fast response time, and
excellent low frequencyresponse of themain amplifier
itself. The balancing loop has no effect on the transient
behavior of the main amplifier so long as signalcomponents below about 1 cps are avoided.
We havenow completeddiscussion of all parts of
the main amplifier except feedback. The complete block
diagram of Fig. 7 showsall the loopsexcept that for
optionalpositivevoltagefeedbackwhich
will be discussed later. The letters DB and SB in thisdiagram
stand for dynamicbalance and static balance. I t will
be seen that there are, altogether, ten
loops in the amplifier. Only those marked a and p are effective in changing amplifier gain; the others all improve its performance in the various other ways which we have already
discussed.
ISote
that
the
combination
of negative
voltage and positive or negative current feedback from
the output is only symbolically indicated in Fig. 7 ; the
actual circuit employed is given in Fig. 5 .

July-August

comparison, all three curves have been normalized to
havethesamevalue
at low frequencies.Theoutput
frequency response is down by 1d b at 38 kc; it is therefore apparent that the response is adequate for audio
applications even without feedback. On the other hand,
feedback is desirable to reduce the nonlinear distortion
of the amplifier,particularlywhen
i t is operated in
class B.

Fig. 8-Gain-frequency characteristics a t various points in the
amplifier with no over-all feedback.

Feedback is applied in an amplifier in order to make
the output signal as close a n amplifiedreplica of the
input signal as possible. The larger the fraction of the
output which is compared with the input, the
nearer
the desiredcondition of exactsimilarity will beapproached. I t is therefore obvious t h a t a n y local negative
feedback loops within anamplifierwhichreduce
its
over-allgain will restrict the amount of output-input
negativefeedback which may be applied for
a given
final amplifier gain. For this reason, it is desirable that
such local loops be avoided whenever possible
so that
maximum
output-input
negative
feedback
may
be
employed.Such a systemnecessarilygivesmaximum
nonlineardistortionreduction.Thisconclusion
has
beenpointed out before12s1*b u t it bearsrepetition in
view of theappearance
of recentamplifierarticles
which
stress
the
advantages
of localloops.loa*l One of
Fig. 7-Complete bloclr diagram of the amplifier.
thesearticles,ll in justificationfor
itspoint of view,
statesthat,“Thisapproach(theuse
of output-input
feedback) in multi-stage
a
amplifier,
results
in a
FEEDBACK
LOOPSTO THE INPUT
peaked
response
at
both
ends
of
the
audio
spectrum
and
The main function of feedback in an audio amplifier
a
narrow
margin
of
stability.”
As
we
shall
see,
neither
is t o reduce nonlinear distortion. Other desirable results
of feedback are a reductioninamplifier
output im- of these conclusions is necessarily correct.
For the above reasons, it was decided to use as much
pedance andflattening of thegain-frequencycharacover-all
negativefeedback in the present amplifier as
teristic in the workingrange.Fig.
8 showsthe high
possible,
consistentwith
a final gain of about 30 db.
frequency gain characteristics of the present amplifier
Since
the
gain
of
the
amplifier
with no feedback and
with no over-all feedback at various stages.17 For easy
with a 1.5-ohm load was 61 db, some 30 or 31 d b of feedUnless otherwise stated, all measurements shown in the figures back could be applied and still leave sufficient gain. I t

were taken with an average output tube bias of -45v and with a
15-ohm load resistor. For the frequency response measurements of
the present section; the output power level was about 1 watt.

W. B. Bernard (Letters), Electronics, vol. 27, pp. 401-404;
January, 1954; pp. 372-376; December, 1954.
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was first found that using a singlefeedbackresistor
shunted with a small capacitor, up to 18 d b of over-all
negative feedback could be applied before small parasitic oscillations appeared in t h e o u t p u t at high power
levels. Thisvalue is veryconsistentwiththeoutput
8.
responsecurveofFig.
T o ensurestability in a feedbackamplifier, i t ,is
llecessary thatthe
complex feedbackfactor PG not
enclose the point - 1< O on a polar plot. Here G is t h e
complexgainoftheamplifierwithoutfeedbackbut
loaded with its usual load of 15 ohms. For convenience,
\h-e have takenthemidfrequencyvalueof
PG tobe
positive real when it represents negative feedback, and
shall use the same signconventionfor
other feedback
factors.Further,toeliminatethepeakedresponse
at
t h e ends of the audio spectrum mentioned earlier, it is
necessary that the absolute valueof the gain with feedits midfreback G’, givenbyG/(l+PG),notexceed
quencyvalue.Inaddition,
it is desirablethateven
a f t e r G’ hasdecreasedappreciablyfromitsmidfrequency value, there be
no secondary rises of G‘, even
thoughsuchpeaksdo
not reachthemidfrequency
value. Exact specification of the form of PG which meets
t h e aboverequirements
is complicated;inpractical
cRses, it is usuallyonlynecessary
toensure a wide
stability margin such as that produced by restricting
t h e phase angle 0 of PG to the range - 90 degrees 5 0 5
+90 degrees, as long as PGI is g r e a t e r t h a n or equal
t o unity.Thisconditionrequiresthatthe
roll-off of
PG at either end of the spectrum does not appreciably
exceed a rate of 6 db/octave until after @GI is less than
unity.
The stability conditions can be met by changing and
controlling the frequency response
of 6, of GI or by a
combination of thesemethods. An additional method
is t h a t of subsidiary feedback discussed by Duerdoth.16
I f a negative feedback voltage derived from the o u t p u t
of t h e first stage is added to PG at the input,lg the combination can be macle to have characteristics yielding
excellentstability.
If thissubsidiaryfeedbackwere
effective at all frequencies, it would be of the undesirable “local-loop”
feedback
type
already
discussed.
However, if itsmagnitude is greatlyreducedinthe
working band of the amplifier and is only greater than
unity (referred to the input signal amplitude) beyond
e i t h e r or both ends of the v~orking band, thenwill
it not
appreciably affect conditions within the working band.
Since the subsidiary feedback voltage
is derived after
o n l y a single stage of amplification, i t will automatically
have a high-frequency limiting slope
of only 6 db/octave.
.At veryhighfrequencies,it
will decrease less rapidly
t h a n PG and will,therefore,eventuallydominatethe
sum of a A l and PG. Thissum, the over-allfeedback
voltage, therefore will have the desirable limiting decay
rate of 6 db/octave.
1 g We shall llse the terms feedback factor (such as PG) and feed-

1

1

back voltage illterchangeably for convenience. The actual feedback
\Toltage of an opened loop corresponding, e.g., to PG is PG times the
amplifier input voltage.
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T h e combination of over-all and subsidiary feedback
gives a final amplifier gain G’ of G’= G/( 1+aA, +PG).
Calculation shows,however, that the factor by which
nonlinear distortion arising in the second or third stages
is reduced by the combination is not (l+aA1+PG) but
(1+aAl+PG)/(l+aA1) instead. I t is thereforeparticularlydesirableto
ensure that [ 1+aAll is not
appreciablygreaterthanunitywithintheworking
band.
T h e present amplifier makes use of high-frequency
subsidiaryfeedback of thetype discussedaboveto
allow 30 db or more of feedback to be used with a wide
stability margin. The subsidiaryfeedbackvoltage
is
taken frompoint a of Fig. 2 , passed through the 200
ppf capacitor and 1K resistor shown and added to the
over-allfeedback. Theaddingtakesplaceacrossthe
series combination of the 1K resistor, 1.5 mh choke, and
100 pf capacitor shown in Fig. 5 . The 200 ppf capacitor
and 1K resistor in the subsidiary path ensure that the
subsidiary feedback factor olAl is negligible in the working band.
T h e main over-all feedback is adjustable by the 2K
potentiometer of Fig. 5. I t is furtherreducedabout
20 d b at low and medium frequencies by the 10K series
resistor.The phaseangle of the over-allfeedback is
improved a t high frequencies both by the small capacitors in parallel with the 1OK resistor and by the 1.5 mh
choke. Subsidiary feedback is unnecessary for stabilization of the amplifier at very low frequencies. An adequate stability margin is produced by the 100 ,uf capacitor of Fig. 5 in series with the 1.5 mh choke. At very
low frequencies, it reduces the roll-off rate of PG to an
acceptablevaluenear
6 db/octave. I t is .foundthat
with the present combination of subsidiary and over-all
feedback, more than 40 db of over-all negative feedback
may be applied in the working band of the amplifier
with complete stability.
Results of the above stabilization technique are shown
in Figs. 9 and 10 (next page) measured with 30 d b of
midfrequencynegativefeedback.Fig.
9 shows G and
G’ vs frequency plotted on an absolute gain scale. I t is
Seen that the limiting decay rate of G is 24 db/octave.
Nevertheless, the amplifier is stable and G‘ shows no
peaks.Withfeedback,the
amplifier is flat to within
1 db frombelow 5 cps to 72 kcps. Fig. 10 shows how the
various feedback voltagesadd at highfrequencies. I t
alsoisplottedto
show bothabsoluteandrelative
amplitudes. Measurements were not extended to sufficientlyhighfrequenciestoshowthatthe
combined
characteristic (PG+aA1) has a final limiting slope of
6 db/octave, but such behavior must be finallyr ~ ~ h e d .
The curve including the factor -PAL will be discussed
later.
T h e magnitude of the feedback effective in reducing
distortion is of interest. Since it is given by the quotient
of two complex terms,itcannotbeinferreddirectly
from measurements which do not include Phase angles.
However, up to 50 kc or so, the phase angle of (1+aA1
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Fig. 10-High-frequency variation of the amplitudes of
various feedback factors.

IC'/

trace of greatlp
damped
high-frequency
parasitic
oscillation on the tops. The rise time
of the amplifier
+PG) is very close to zero. Hence,we need be concerned with 30 d b over-all feedback and subsidiary feedback
onlywith themagnitude of I + a A , / . Again up to
is 3 ps between 10 and 90 per cent amplitude points.
50kc ormore, it is obviousfromthecurve
of crAl1 The recovery of the amplifier from overloads also occurs
of Fig. 9 that the phase angle of aAl must be close to in approximately this interval.
As the output square90 degrees. Its magnitude at 20kc is zero db, or unity. wave amplitude is increased, the only change in squareHence 1+ d l \ must be 4 2 at, 20kc, or 3 db. Similarly, waveshape is aslightsharpening
of theupperleft
it is found that this quantity is 1 d b a t 1 0 . 8 1 ~ a n d a b ocorner.
ut
More than 0.01 pf of external capacitance can
6 d b at 35kc. When these factors are subtracted from
be connected in parallel with the load without any apthemidfrequencyfeedback of 30 db, one obtains the
preciable effect on the shape of square waves. Further,
resultantfeedbackeffectiveinreducingdistortion
a t square-waveshapeandamplitudearevirtually
indethegivenfrequency.Forexample,thisso-calledharpendent of loadfromopencircuit
to a veryheavy
monic feedback is 27 d b a t 20kc.
load. I t was also found, using a direct-coupled oscilloTheaboveresultsshowthattheaddition
of sub- scope, that the tilt of low-frequency square waves of
sidiary feedback has reduced the effective feedback by
any amplitude within the amplifier capabilities was
7,
only an unimportant factor within the working band
9, and IO per cent respectively, a t 30, 20, and 17 cps.
of the amplifier t o 20kc. I n order t o keep the harmonic Theseresultsareconsistentwithameasuredphase
feedback nearer 30 db out to frequencies of the order angle of - 8 degrees a t 5 cps.
of70 to 100kc, the low-frequency roll-off of the subof
Althoughtheaboveover-allharmonicfeedback
sidiaryfeedbackcanbemademorerapidthanthe
almost 30 db over the entire working bandof the amplipresent 6 db/octave. Using a constant-kfilter in the fier results in exceptionally low output distortion, i t was
subsidiary loop, such a result was indeed obtained.
I t of interest to see if this distortion could not be reduced
was found that although it didresult in the mainteeven further by the addition of a positive voltage feednance of increasednegativefeedback
to much higher back loop around the first stage
in the mannerof Miller.*"
frequencies, it also producedaninitialpeakinthe
If the positive feedback factoris denoted by - pA1, then
high-frequency
square-wave
response.
More
careful
thecombination of over-all,subsidiaryandpositive
control of the characteristics of the two feedback voltfeedback results in an output gain reduction factor of
ages in the neighborhood of their crossover undoubtedly N = (l+PG+aA1--pA,), Nonlineardistortion
in the
could eliminate this effect, but the extra effort necesfirststage is also reducedbythisfactor.Distortion
sarywasfeltunwarrantedforthepresentamplifier.
produced in the rest of the amplifier is reduced by the
The addition of the over-all and subsidiary feedback factor M=N/[l+A1(a-p)], however. I n the working
voltages has been carried outso as tominimize l+aAlI
band, the factor aA1, may be neglected. We see that if
in the working band and to produce the best possible
we make pAl equal to unity in the working band, the
high-frequency square-wave response. The small, varifactor [l+Al(cu - p ) ] approaches zero and M becomes
able 50 ppf capacitoracrossthefeedbackresistor
of very large. Thus, a small amount of positive feedback
Fig. 5 is used to adjust for best response. With the best
adjustment, lOkc squarewavesshowalmostsquare
90 J. M. Miller, Jr., "Combining positive and negative feedback,"
corners and flat tops and bottoms with at most only a Electronics, vol. 23, pp. 106-109; March, 1950.
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dependence of the magnitude of amplilier internal impedance for various feedback conditions.

can reduce the output distortion
of the amplifier by a
large factor. Although the distortion of the
first stage
isincreasedslightlybytheaddition
of positivefeedback, it can be made so low initially t h a t a smallincreaseisimmaterial.
Since themaximumdistortion
of usual amplifiers occurs in the last stages, it is particularlyhelpfulthatthedistortionreduction
of positive
feedback is most effective for these stages.
Positive feedback is taken from the point b of Fig. 2.
I t passesthrougha
1 pf capacitor, a n on-off switch
SI, and the 25Ii potentiometer and 43K fixed resistor.
I t is then added to the other feedback voltages and is
appliedtothe
lower input grid of Fig. 2 . The 470K
resistor connected to the
off position of 5'1 is used t o
keep the coupling capacitor charged so t h a t switching
L . ./.I
, , , , ,1
,
, , , ,,,,I
, , , , ,I
transients are eliminated on turning the positive feed3
10'
back on and off. Thecombination
of positive and
FREQUENCY (CPSI
negativefeedback will be stable so long as thecomFig. 12-Frequency clepcndence of amplifier internal resistance wit.11
posite feedback factor [PG+A,(cr-p)] does not enclose
30 db over-all negative voltage feedback and positive or negative
m t p u t current feedback.
t h e - 1 4 0 point on a polar
plot.
I t is therefore
necessarythatthepositivefeedbackdecreasemore
at high frequencies. For this measurement, pd1 was adrapidly outside the
working band (or change over to
justed to unity in the working band.
negativefeedback)than
does thenegativefeedback.
An excellent indirect measure of the effectiveness of
In the present amplifier, stability is ensured at the lowfeedbackinreducingnonlineardistortion
is afforded
frequencyendbythe
1 pf capacitorwhichreduces
by its reductionof amplifier output impedance.We shall
pA1 t o zero a t zero frequency and shifts its phase by
Figs. 11
90 degrees.Atthesametime,thiscapacitor
is still discussdistortionresultslater;meanwhile,
of amplifier
internal
sufficiently large that positive feedback is fully effective a n d 1 2 presentmeasurements
for various feedback conditions. These
down to the lowest signal frequencies to be passed b y impedance Z i /
measurements weremadewith
a bias of -41 volts.
the amplifier. At the high-frequency end, the progresW i t h no feedback, the magnitude of this impedance is
sive increase in aA1, a negative feedback factor, soon
a b o u t 2 2 ohms over the working band, slightly larger
cancels out the positive feedback beyond the working
of 15 ohms.Theinternal
b a n d . T h e 25K potentiometer shown is used to adjust thanthenominalvalue
p A l to exactly unity for midfrequencies. Fig. 10 shows impedance of t h e amplifier without feedback increases
with the magnitude of the bias value used. The above
the effect of -pA1 on thecompositefeedbackfactor
,

I

I

,

,

1
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internalimpedance
value indicates that an outputtransformerprimar\.
winding impedance somewhat
greater than the 2,500 ohmsemployed mightbedesirable for best operation. However, the present transformer impedance ratio, 2,500 to 15, is close to the ideal
in terms of low distortion and maximum o u t p u t power,
as we shall see in the next section. The application of
30 db of over-allfeedback reduces the impedance t o
about 0.36 ohms over most of the working band. Finally, the application of positive voltage feedback reduces
Zil to a value no greater than 0.01 ohms over much of
the working band. Phase measurements indicated that
Z; was essentially resistive over this band.
Fig. 12 shows the output impedance with no positive
voltage feedback but with negative or positive current
feedback from the output, in addition to the usual 30
db over-all negative voltage feedback. The top and bottom curves are the results for the two extreme settings
of the 4-0hm potentiometer of Fig. 5. They are actually
presented as positive and negative resistancessince
phase measurements indicated that the output impedancewasalmostentirely
resistive over thegreater
part of thebandshown.
The two dottedcurves are
similar to the outer curves,but the 100 pf bypass capacitor of Fig. 5 is used t o limit the output current feedback
to low frequencies. The dotted curves are not extended
beyond lo3 cpssincethe
output impedance hasappreciable phase shift, arising from the bypass capacitor,
above 10%cpsfor either positive or negative current
feedback. The output impedance for either condition
eventuallyreachesthe
smallpositive valueshownin
Fig. 11 for negative voltage feedback alone. The center
curve is the output impedance or resistance measured
with the 4-ohmpotentiometeradjusted
for zero impedance in the midfrequency range. We see thatit
remains essentially zero over a wide frequency band.
I t is of interest to give the expressionfor 2; when
negative voltage feedback PG, negative subsidiary feedback aA 1, positive voltage feedback -PA,, and positive
or negative output current feedback may all be present
simultaneously. Neglecting loading of the various feedback paths by each other (a good approximation in the
working band), we find for the present amplifier

I

where 20 is the amplifier internal impedance without
feedback.Thecurrent
feedback resistors X, and Rare indicated in Fig. 5; the quantity y specifies the setting of the 4-ohm potentiometer of this figure. We see
from the above formula that Zi may be made zero by
adjustment of eitherthe
positive voltage feedback
factor - P A , alone, by positive current feedback alone,
orwithbothtypes
simultaneously. The foregoing
measurements are in general agreement with the above

formula,andthe
amplifier is completelystablewith
any combination of the above types of feedback.
When output currentfeedback in addition to over-all
negativevoltagefeedback
is employed,theeffective
gain with feedback, G’,is given b,G

G‘

1+Al(cr--P)+

[a+(Y+P)R+/zL+(y--)R-/ZLIG

Thus, negative current feedback decreases G’ and positivecurrentfeedback
increases it.Wehavedealt
throughoutthusfarwiththe
loadedgains G a n d G’
since it is these gains which are important in practice.
For some purposes, it may be desirable t o express the
above formulas in terms of the unloaded gain K of the
amplifier. The relation between G and K is G = K / [l
+(ZO+R++R-)/ZL]. If usual amount of feedback employed in present amplifier were expressed as the difference between, unloaded gain with and without feedback,
rather than between loaded gains, instead of 30 d b i t
would amount to between 36 and 38 db.

POWER
AND DISTORTION
MEASUREMENTS
Fig. 13 (opposite) shows maximum“undistorted”
power output of amplifier vs frequency. This rneasurement was made using a Ballantine type 310A ac voltmeter to indicate rms load
voltage and anoscilloscope to
indicate distortion. Power output of amplifier was increased at a given frequency until distortion could be
observed on t h e oscilloscope then reduced to the point
where distortion was no longer detectable. From comparison with intermodulation measurements
i t is estimated that the actual
distortionlevel of the “undistorted’!power
output shown in thisgraphprobably
does not exceed 2 per cent intermodulation and is less
over much of the range.
It may be calculatedfrom Fig. 13 that the maximum
output power is flat within minus 0.5 d b from 19.8 cps
to 22.4 kcps. The roll-off on the low-frequency end
has a slope of about 6 db/octave and is due to the inability of the output tubes to supplysufficient magnetizing current to the transformer at very low frequencies. On theotherhand,the
high-frequencyroll-orf

has a n initial slope of 3 db/octavewhichprobably
arises from the inability of the output tubes to supply
thenecessary chargingcurrentsfor
thetransformer
primarywindingcapacitance.
In themidfrequency
region, themaximum power is limitedby thediode
line of the output tubes, the point where the grids lose
control of the plate currents of the output tubes. The
drivers of the amplifier can drive the grids considerably
more positive than the
diode line with negligible dis-
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tortion, but as soon as the diode line
is reached and
exceeded, the output signal begins to show symmetrical
peak clipping.
The point where the diode line is intersected by the
load line of the output tubes is determined (forfixed
load resistance) by the plate supply voltage available.
Increasing this voltage increases the maximum power
available before diode-line clipping becomes apparent;
i t was found that with an
E b b voltage of the order of
SOOv, more than 80w of output power could be obtained
before such clipping occurred. Such supply voltages
of
course exceed the rating of the 807 output tubes.

50

Fig. 13-Maximum “undistorted” average power
output vs frequency.
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put tubes, therefore, should be satisfactory in terms of
tube life.Shouldgreateroutputpowerthan
65.w be
requiredwithoutthe
use of the above scheme, tubes
with higher ratings such as the new type
6550 could
be used in place of the 807’s. It may be mentioned that
this idea of driving a regulated power supply may be
usedwith a driving signalfromtheamplifieroutput
arrangedtoreducethesupplyvoltageafter
a given
delayinordertoallowtheamplifier
toproducefull
powerforshortperiodsbutonlyreducedpowerfor
longer
periods,
thus
avoiding
loudspeaker
damage.
A similarideaispresentlyemployedinahigh-power
commercial amplifier. The use of a fast-acting fuse in
the speaker line will achieve the same result in a much
simpler fashion, however.
Triode-connected,push-pull 807 tubesoperated i n
class AB1 are rated at only 15w output power. Operating them in class - 4 2 3 2 , B z ,or A2 a s in the present amplifier results in more than a fourfold increase in output
power.Weseethatthe
following quotedstatements
arethereforeunjustified:“Obtaining
15 to 20 watts
output without usingfour outputtubesand
a large
power supply, and without operating the power tubes
beyondratings,rulesout
a triodeoutputstage;”l0“push-pullclass A 6L6’s will give 18.5 wattsoutput
withtwo-percentharmonicdistortion.Thereare
no
receiving-typetriodeswhich
will match this performance . . . there is no longer any reason to use triodes in
amplifiers up to 100 watts.”1s Although the 807 is not
strictly a receiving-typetriode,comparableresults
to
those of the present amplifier could be obtained using
6L6’s, 5881’s, or 6AR6’s triode-connected,operated
within their ratings up to
30 t o SOW output. For the
same or greater power output, the advantagesof triodes
overbeam-powertetrodesandpentodes
in terms of
lower output impedance and less higher-order harmonic
distortion scarcely have to be mentioned.31
T h e noise level of the present amplifier with no input
signalandtheusual
30 db of over-allfeedbackwas
found with the Ballantine 310-4 meter to be about 95
d b below 60w output. I n spite of the use of ac-operated
tube heaters with one side grounded and the ‘use of a
number of cathode-followers, no humsignalcouldbe
distinguishedintheoutput.Thisoutputconsisted
largely of unavoidable radio signals picked up
on the
measurementleads.Whenthesesignalswerefiltered
out at the voltmeter, the
residualnoisevoltagewas
about 106 d b below 60w and was equivalent to an inp u t signal of about 5 pv rms. A single ground buss connected to chassis at input is used in this amplifier.
un-T h e power efficiency of the amplifier is of some interest. This efficiency is greatest for class B operation and
since, as we shall see later, distortion is acceptably low
even for this mode
of operation, we shall consider its

In audio applications, very highpowerpeaksoccur
quite seldom; yet when they do, it is desirable for the
amplifier to handle them without clipping
if possible.
I t occurred to the author that
since a n electronically
stabilized power supply for &3 was used with the prese n t amplifier, it might bepossible to drive the power
supply with the driver signal from the amplifier in such
a waythatabove
60wor 65w output,thevalue
of
E b b increased automatically with the signal
level from
its usual value of +400v to whatever higher valuewas
requiredtoeliminatediode-lineclipping
at thegiven
signal level. Such an increase in E b b is eventually limited
by the quiescent voltage drop initially available across
t h e series current tube of the electronically stabilized
supply; an increase of morethan 1OOv above+400v
couldbeobtainedintheauthor’ssupply.Theabove
ideawasinvestigatedinapreliminaryfashion
using
biased diode rectifiers to derive a power-supply driving
signal from the amplifier drivers only when the driver
signal exceeded the value which resulted in a n o u t p u t
power of about 65w. Quite an appreciable increase in
clipped output power could be obtained in this fashion.
T h e circuit is not described in detail here since output
powers exceeding 65w were not really necessary for the
author’s application. It should be noted that although
the maximum rated valueof dc plate voltageis exceeded
21 F. Langford-Smith, “Radiotron Designer‘s Handbook,” Amalin the above scheme, this may be expected to occur only
gamated Wireless Valve Co., Ltd., Sydney, Australia, 4th ed., pp.
r a r e l y in most applications. This operation
of the out546 et seq.; 1952.
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fuli-poner output of 6 5 ~ 1thetotal
:,late input is about 125w, slightly esceeding the rated
vaik?c of 101)~. The plate efficiency is, therefore, about
52 per cent 2nd t h e plate dissipation per tube Jour,
; E ~ C maximum IC;-\S rating. The total efficiencp should
include the gridpower input,butthis
is difficult to
estimate because of the peaked shape of the grid current xyiveform. Neasurement indicates that it certainly
does not esceed 8w at masimum power output; thus,
it does not change the efficiency very much. Of the order
o f 2u. o f power are dissipated in the winding resistances
of the transformer (,about 90 ohms total referred to full
prim:tr!-: at full-pou-er output. .About anotherhalfuxtt is dissipated in the 2 I i feedbackpotentiometer
across the output.
T h e above results were obtained with average grid
bias of about - 55,; the quiescent plate currents under
a
theseconditions were 6 milliampereseach,giving
quiescent plate dissipation of 2 . 4 ~for each tube. This
low value is a good indicator of long tubelife;very
seldom will the full 65w of power be required from the
amplifier under ordinaryconditions.About
60w of
power can be obtainedcontinuouslyfrom
the amplifier. however, without even exceeding the CCS ratings
of the 8 Q i ’ s . By increasing the load resistance seen by
the Q U T ~ U Ktubes, the plate efficiency can be appreciably
at
increased if desirableand thedistortionreduced;
the same time, however, the maximum available power
is reduced.
-4considerable amount of nonlinear distortion measurements on the present amplifier has been carried out
by various methods. TTe shall first discuss the results
of intermodulation (131) measurements with the usual
SMPE rms sum method.22Because of the very low distortion of the amplifier undercertainconditions,a
commercial intermodulation testerwas
modified to
reduce its own nonlinearity and to improve its filtering
and was then accurately calibrated from 30 per cent to
0.04 per cent
Intermodulation
readings
were
made on the Ballantine 3103 rather than the meter of
the test set. In spite of these precautions, the readings
obtained in the neighborhood of 0.05 per cent may be
slig:ht1y high. For the following measurements, output
!3ower
found using the General RadioType 783-A
output power meter set to 15 ohms load.
The intermodulation distortion of the amplifier with
if bias of -45v and no subsidiary or over-all feedback
k presented in Fig. 14 as a function of equivalent singlefrequent!. average output power, This bias value corres!;)onds 10 class .AB operation. Greater distortion Over
nlost o f the range was observed with class B,less with
C ~ -4S
I n d i the SSIPE 151 distortion measurements,
CS5t.11li;illJ.equivalent results were obtained using either
fi‘j ; i d 5.600 Cps or 60 and 2,500 cps signals mixed so
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LJ
I

CLIPPING
LEVEL

60 A N 0 56ocT CPS
MIXED 4 : 1
I

I

I
10

10

0.1

SINGLE FREOUENCY EOUIVALENTOUTPUT

,

. ..d
102

POWER IWATTSI

that the 60-cps signa1 was four tinles greater tha11 the
higher frequency signaI.
Figs. 15, 16, and 17 show t h e 1n.I results for class 13r
AB, and A with 50 db of over-all feedback nnd .rvithout
andwiththe
lcrcaI positive voltage feedback alrcxly
discussed. Evenwithoutthepositive
feedbark, t h e
amplifier shows an extremely low distortionfor a l l t h r e e
biases right up to; t h e peak clipping point (ubout 6 5 ~ ) .
With positive feedback, the distortion is even s m d l ~ .
We see that, in generd, the larger the tlistortiol1
ohtainedwithoutpositivefeedback,themoreeffect
the
positivefeedback has.Thepositivefeedback
adjust.ment was unchanged during mensuremcnts for a k).Lv’erl
’
bias but was adjusted sIightly differently for the different biases in order to give minimum dist.ortion over the
wholepower range for eachcurve.Positive
feetlhnck
candolittletoreducedistortiononce
peak clipping
commences and the final steep rise ol distortion hegins.
Some of thepertinentresultsshownin
1;igs. X5
through 17 are summarized in Table 1 which gives t h e
output power a t 0.1 and 1 per cent IM distortion for the

Per
cent

IM

0.1
1 .o

various bias and feedback conditions.
We see that, as
expected, class A operation is superior at t h e lower
power levels. At the maximum power levels just before
andafter peaklimitingbegins,
i t is veryinteresting
tonote, however, that the -45v bias gives the best
result at a given powerordistortionlevel.
I t was
expected that class B operation, with its greater bias,
\vould besuperiorinthisregion.Although
t h e differ-
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PER
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PER CENT

I M

1

Ex',:,"D4Sf"0

CPS

I M

I

01

BIAS

- 45VOLTS

c

0

S I N Q L E FREQUENCYEQUIVALENT OUTPUT POWER (WATTS)

Fig. 1.5-Percentage intermodulation distortion 3s output power; 30
d b over-all feedback, class B. Lowercurve taken withpositive
voltage feedback.

SINGLEFREQUENCYEQUIVALENTOUTPUTPOWER(WATTS)

Fig. 16-Percentage intermodulation distortion vs output power; 30
db over-all feedback, class AB. Lower curve taken with positive
voltage Feedback.

ence between the results with -45v and -57v bias
is
s l i g h t in this region, itis still large enough to be significant. Therefore, automatic biascontrol, whichwould
increase the bias
at highsignallevels,
is undesirable
here, and a fixed bias of about -45v gives the maximum
power-over-distortion quotient at high levels.
For most practical purposes, the differences between
the curves obtained with class B and Class A B operation are only of academicinterest,andtheamplifier
c a n be operated in class B for minimum quiescent power,
m a x i m u m p l a t e efficiency, and longest tube life. Even
the largest value of I M distortion obtained with class
B operationwithoutpositivefeedback
(1.3 percent)
is much too small to be audible. Measurements
of the
2
amplifier linearity characteristic (output vs input) with
SINGLE FREQUENCY
EQUIVALENT
OUTPUT POWER (WATTS)
or without positive voltage feedback show no measurintermodulation distortion us output power; 30
able deviations from linearity over the
useful dynamic Fig.db17-Percentage
over-all feedback, class A. Lower curve taken with positive
r a n g e of theamplifierlimitedatthe
low endbyits
voltage feedback.
i n t r i n s i c noise o u t p u t of about 2 millimicrowattsand
In additiontotheabove
SMPE intermodulation
at t h e h i g h e n d b ydiode-line peak clipping.
Several other intermodulation measurements
of the measurements, it was desirable to check the nonlinear
above type have been madeon the amplifier. In particu- distortion over a wide-frequency band to makesure that
l a r , i t is found t h a t I M distortion at the driver outputs it did not rise greatly at the ends of the working band.
w i t h o u t p u t t u b e l o a d sis less than 1 per cent a t a signal All thesucceedingmeasurementsweremadewitha
level giving maximum power output, when
no over-all bias of -4.57. First, a General Radio Type 736-A wave
analyzerwasused
to measureharmonicdistortion
f e e d b a c k is employed.Most of theoutputdistortion
directly.
Because
of
unavoidable
oscillator distortion, i t
at all levels thus occurs in the output stage. Measurecould
only
be
verified
that
the
total
harmonic distortion,
m e n t s of the output distortion as a function
of load
Dh,
was
less
than
0.2
per
cent
from
20
t o 5,000 cps (the
r e s i s t a n c e RL with 30 db of over-all but no positive
limits
of
measurement)
when
30
db
over-all
feedback
feedback, show that it decreases proportional to R L - ~
was
employed,
and
positive
voltage
feedback
used or
over the range from 5 to 50 ohms with the exponent n
not.
The
distortion
did
not
exceed
the
above
value
at
slightly greater than unity. An increase in load resistany
frequency
in
this
range
until
clipping
began,
and
ance also increases the plate
efficiency of the output
stage, but the maximum output
power is reduced. A a value of only 0.85 per cent was obtained with visible
m e a s u r e m e n t of o u t p u t power vs load a t t h e 2 per cent clipping a t slightly greater than 65w output power.
Next, harmonic distortion was measured a t t h e 30w
IniI levelshowedthatmaximumpowerwasavailable
level on the amplifier without any feedback. A value of
w i t h a load of a b o u t 10 ohms but the increased power
4.65 per cent was found for Dh from 5,000 to 300 cps.
was only slightly greater than that available with the
Below 300 cps, the distortion rose slowly to 5.3 per cent
usual 15-ohm load.
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at 32 cps and to 5.9 per cent at 20 cps. T h e distortion and that of either of the above largest infermodulation
was almost entirely made up of third and fifth harmonics components was 9 mv with 30 d b of over-all feedback.
with the fifth three times smaller than the third. Since
we have shown already that feedback is fully effective
down considerably below 20 cps, we can haveconfidence
that with feedback applied D h is exceedingly low even
at the lowest frequencies to be passed by the amplifier.
The CCIF difference-frequency
intermodulation
method*4 wasthen used to investigate amplifierbehav%x
at medium and highfrequencies.Here
two signals of
equal amplitude andfrequencies f l and f 2 are applied to:
the input, andfl and fz are variedin such a manner that
thck difference Af remainsconstant.
Using a wave
analyzer, the distortion componentD d a t t h e difference
frequency Af is measured and expressed a s a percentage
(of either applied voltage. With the usual 30 d b of overall feedback, this measurement showed that Dd was less
than 0.2 per cent from 500 t o 15,000 cps using a value of
Af of 100. The value 0.2 per cent represented the residual intermodulation in the amplifier input signal a r s ing from oscillator pulling. Without feedback, and using
signals of 1,000 and 1,100 cps, Dd wasfound tobe
about 0.26 per cent at a 15w level.25This result may b e
compared with the value of D h of 4.65 per cent and of
rms-sum intermodulation of 18.5 per cent at the 30w
power level. The ratio of the last twofiguresis 3.9’7,
satisfactorily close to the value of 3.84 to be expected
for third harmonic distortion alone.26
Although the residual value of Dd in the input signa1
applied to the amplifier was too large to allow accurate
measurements ofDd
to be made when feedback was
used, this was not the case with distortion components,
occurring at frequencies of (2fL -f?) and (2f2 -f1). These
twocomponentshadapproximatelyequalamplitudes.
under all conditions, and the ratioof their average value
to the rms value of either input signal will be denoted
by D,. Itsvalue for the amplifier withoutfeedback
at a 15w average power level was 2.94 per cent. With
30 db of over-all feedback, the value dropped to
0.06
per cent,andwith
positivevoltagefeedbackapplied
the value dropped a t least another factor of ten to below 0.006 percent.Notethatthe
peak rms power
under these conditions was 6 0 ~ ~ ~ ~
Theintermodulationcomponentsat
(2fl- fz) and
(2f2-f,) are considerably larger than that
a t ( f z - f ~ ) and
seem to be the largest intermodulation distortion components under most conditions. They
arise entirely from
third-harmonic type distortion. The fact that they are
far below the level of audibilitymaybegraphically
illustrated by considering the above results where the
rms value of either of the appliedvoltageswas15v

Theaverageoutput
power with
both
signals
applied is ljw; the output powerin either of the above
distortioncomponents
is about 5 microwatts.With
positive voltage feedback in addition, this power drops
to less than 50 millimicrowatts. No wondersuchdistortion products are masked by the undistorted
components of the outputsignal.
Finally, the quantity D,was measured for values of
f l between 1 and 15 kcps keeping Af equal to 100 cps.
Measurements were made with 30 db over-all feedback
and with and without positive voltage feedback. Withoutthelatterfeedback,
D, hadincreased b y only 2
per cent a t 15 kcps over its 1,000 cps value. T h e effectiveness of the positive feedback decreased appreciabl).
with frequency however, and a t 15 kcps it only reduced
D, by an additionalfactor of two.Thisdecrease in
effectiveness arises from the increase in the subsidiaryfeedbackfactor aAl withfrequency. By keepingthe
latter quantity smaller out to higher frequencies,
positive voltage feedback could bemade even more effective
in the high frequency range. The above results all combine toindicatethatthedistortion
of theamplifier
with feedback is held to an exceedingly low value over
the entire working band of the amplifier.
In conclusion, a word of justification is desirable for
building an amplifier with 65x7 of output power (or 130w
peak, as the advertisements say!). The peak rms sound
intensity level attained near an orchestra or chorus, a
large organ, cymbals, or bass drum,
is of the order of
I10 dbS2’If this intensity level is to be reproduced in a
3,000-cubic-foot room,about 4.5 acousticwattsare
required.28 On assuming a speaker efficiency of 5 per
cent, we see that the maximum rnls peak power input
to the speaker must be
some 9Ow. Horn-loaded loudspeakers, which can be moreefficient than 5 per cent
would require less input power to produce the above
level. Finally, it is rarely desirable to reproduce exactly
themaximum originallevelunless
theroom is very
large or its walls reinforced. These considerations indicate that an average output
power of 20w to 5Ow would
be quite sufficient for the vast majority of applications.
Since the bass drum has its maximum acoustical output
power below 60 cps and the cymbals theirs above 8kc,
i t is particularly important, however, for true reproduction that thepower-handling capacityof theamplifier not
fall off appreciably near the ends of the working band.
Flat power response between 30 and 15,000 cps would
certainly be adequate.
For the exceptional applications such as filling large
auditoria
or driving magnetic disk cutters, the present
21 Langford-Smith, op. cit., p. 613.
amplifier,withitsvanishinglysmalldistortion,
is a
1s Since the peak rmspower in the outputis four times the average

rms power (equal to that for either of the input signals alone), an
average power muchgreaterthan
15w cannotbe used with the
present amplifier when the CCIF method is employed.
?G Langford-Smith, op cit., p. 612.

27 H. Flet:her,
“Hearing, the determining factor for high-fidelity
transmission, PROC.IRE, vol. 30, pp. 266-277; June, 1942.
?* Langford-Smith, op. cit., p. 864.
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Properties
Kircher:

of Junction Transistors

possible solution either in its present form or in a modi- Noise Level
ficationwhicheliminatedsome
of the frills,such as
-106 d b referred to 60w output.
dynamic and static automatic balancing. Such elimination would increase the distortion, but since isitinitially Voltage Gain
so low, the final value should still
be quite acceptably
31db.
low.
Somle of the salient amplifier features are summarized Rise Time
below, and we see that they more than meet the original
3 ps.
design goals.
Square- Wave Response
AMPLIFIER SPECIFICATIONS
9 per centt i l t a t 20 cps. No parasitic oscillations.
Frequency and Power Response
Special Features
l w o u t p u t : - 1 d b d o w n a t considerably below 5
Automatic circuits ensure continuous push-pull signal
cps and a t 72 kcps.
balance
and static balance of output tube cathode cur65w output: -0.5 db down at 19.8 cps and at 22.4
rents.
The
incorporation of 30 d b of negative feedback
kcps.
over three stages and the output transformer is accomNonlinear Distortion
plished without peaks in the response curve. Provision
is
Less than 0.2 per cent intermodulation distortion up
made for adjustable positive or negative output current
to 60w; 0.1 per cent at 45 w; 1 per cent a t 67w.
feedback and for local positive voltage feedback.

Properties of Junction Transistors
This is the first of a group of three tutorial papers on transistors, with special emphasis on use a t audio frequencies,prepared by the Bell TelephoneLaboratories Staff at the request of theeditorialcommittee of the
Transactions on Audio. The other two articles, “Design Principles of Junction Transistor Audio Amplifiers,” by
R. L. Trent, and “Design Principles for Junction Transistor Audio Power Amplifiers,” by D. R. Fewer, will appear
in succeeding issues of this publication.-The Editor.

The certainty that an amplifier could be made from a
semiconductorelementgave
a tremendousimpetus
towardthedevelopment
of an amplifyingstructure
whichwouldnotrequirepointcontacts.
By1951 this
objective was realizedwiththeannouncement
of the
junctiontransist0r.lWiththedevelopment
of the
junction
transistor
communications
engineers,
and
INTRODUCTION
particularly audio engineers, have received
a new and
H E TRANSISTOR is theresult of intensified versatile electronic device. The stature of the junction
research in the domain of solid state physics fol- transistor grows on reviewing its unique features. Most
lowing World War 11. From this work Shockley,
striking is thepropertythatelectronicamplification
Bardeen and Brattain conceivedtheideathatamplioccurs within a solid substance. This action is realized
fq‘ingpropertiesshouldbeobtainablefromsemiconwithout the equivalent of heater or cathode power,
SO
ductors.Thisconceptbecame
a realitywiththe
an- that it is instantaneous.Amplificationcomparableto
nouncement of thepointcontacttransistorin
1948.1 that of a pentode electron tube is obtained for electrode
Bell Telephone Labs., Murray Gill, X. J.
2 W. Shockley, M. Sparks, and G. K.Teal, “P-Njunction transis1 J. Bardeen and W. H. Brattain, The transistor,
a semiconduc-

Summary-The motion of electrons and holes is considered in
relation to the P N junction and it in turn is considered in relation to
t h e junct.ion transistor. Electrical properties, equivalent circuit diagrams, and limiting conditions of operation of junction transistors
are discussed. Special equations and features of the common base,
common emitter, andcommon collector configurations are developed
and tabulated.

‘T

tor triode,” Phys. Rev., vol. 74, pp. 230-231; J u I ~ 15, 1948.

tors,” Phys. Rev., vol. 83, pp. 151-162; July 1, 1951.
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